A strand exchange FRET assay for DNA.
A new displacement hybridisation method is reported using a single strand DNA probe, labelled with an acceptor fluorophore (oregon green 488). Detection of double stranded sample target is shown, with discrimination between the probe, duplexed during the assay, and free single stranded probe DNA achieved through the FRET from a donor grove fluorophore (Hoechst 33258). A model for the kinetics of the displacement assay is presented and the course of the assay predicted according to probe/target ratios and sequence. The modelled predictions are consistent with the experimental data showing single base pair mismatch discrimination. The pattern of response according to the mismatch/perfect complement ratio in a mixed sample is also considered with an allele-discrimination ratio lying between the homozygous gene and total mismatch case, according to ratio. The assay is shown to be tolerant of different probe concentrations and ratios and through the dual wavelength recorded signals from donor and FRET acceptor, internal baseline correction is achieved with excellent noise reduction through ratiometric measurement.